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Abstract : A novel chemical reactor, the Open Plate Reactor, is being develop
by Alfa Laval AB. It combine good mixing with high heat transfer capacity. In
this reactor highly exothermic reactions can be produced using more concen-
trated reactants. A nonlinear model predictive control is proposed to maximize
the reaction yield under hard input and state constraints. A reduced order
model is proposed to decrease the optimization time, so we can implement it
online. The approach takes advantage of the use of global spatial basis func-
tions and uses the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), to approximate the
system by a low-dimensional set of ordinaries differential equations (ODEs).
Simulations show a high reaction yield and ensure that the temperature inside
the reactor do not exceed the safety limit.

1 Introduction

Open Plate Reactor (OPR) is a novel heat exchanger reactor developed by Alfa
Laval AB, that has been presented within the EU NoE HYCON as a control
case study. It combines intensified mixing with enhanced heat transfer capacity
into one operation. Highly exothermic reactions can be produced using more
concentrated reactants, saving time and energy in the subsequent separation
stage, due to its improved heat transfer characteristics. To better utilize the
reactor, reactants can be injected in multiple injection points and there are
internal sensors for process monitoring and control. Nevertheless, until normal
operation conditions have been reached, that is, during the start-up phase, its
dynamics are difficult to manage and dangerous hot points corresponding to
high temperatures can appear. Control difficulty aggravates due to both, its
distributed nature and the changes in unmeasured key process parameters that
take place. This paper studies the start-up of the reactor using Nonlinear Model
Predictive Control (NMPC) in order to guarantee a safe operation in spite of
disturbances and uncertainties.

The paper is organized in the following manner. In the section 2 the OPR
is briefly described, Modelling and process operation. In Section 3 a reduced
order model using orthogonal projection is found. An approximation of Partial
differential equations PDEs by a finite dimensional of Ordinaries differential
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Figure 1: a)A schematic figure of a few rows of a reactor plate. b)The OPR as
a schematic heat exchanger with reactions on one side and cooling water on the
other side.

equations ODEs is obtain. In Section 4 the controller based on a NMPC struc-
ture is designed, the main objectives and constrains are presented in this section.
In Section 5 a NMPC approach is used for process control of the OPR. it is test
in simulations. In section 6 conclusions are drawn.

2 Description of system

In this paper, the plate reactor is briefly described, in [5] there is a description
more details. The plate reactor consists of a number of reactor plates, where
the reactants mix and react. On each side of a reactor plate there is a cooling
plate, through which cold water is circulated. A simple first order exothermic
reaction is considered.

A + B → C (1)

A schematic figure of reactor is presented in the figure (2.1) The reactant A
flows into the reactor from the upper left inlet. Between the inlet and the
outlet, the reactants are forced by inserts to flow in horizontal channels. The
inserts are specifically designed to enhance the mixing and at the same time
the heat transfer capacity. The general flow direction inside the reactor plate
is considered to be vertical. Y1 and Y2 are internal temperature sensors used
for process control and supervision. This structure allows an open and flexible
configuration. The type of inserts and the number of rows in the reactor plate,
which determines the residence time, can be adjusted, based on the type and
rate of the chosen reaction. The reactant B can be injective in arbitrary places,
typically in the beginning and in the middle of the reactor. Temperature sensors
can be mounted arbitrarily inside the reactor, e.g. after each injection site.
There can be other sensors, such as pressure or conductivity sensors. The signals
from the internal sensors are then used in the control system for emergency
supervision and process control.

The cooling plates on each side of the reactor plate have vertical flow channels
compared to the horizontal reactor channels, giving a cross-flow heat exchanger.
However the general flow direction of the reactor flow is vertical, so the heat
exchanger can be approximated as concurrent.
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2.1 Modelling

A no linear model of the OPR was derived from first principles in [6], with
partial differential equations (PDE) for heat transfer, reaction kinetics, mass,
energy and chemical balances. The multiple consecutive horizontal channels
inside the OPR in , can be approximated as a continuous tubular reactor. To
simplify analysis of the PDE, which is an infinite dimensional system, The spa-
tial derivative is approximated, using a first order backward difference method,
as a finite system of ordinary differential equations (ODE). The model is dis-
cretized using 62 elements of equal size. The number of EDO obtained is of
310 because there are 5 state variables that are discretized in 62 elements. If
we use nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC), this modelling is a problem
because the optimization time is increased. In the section 3 a method to find a
reducer order model is described.

2.2 Process operation

The main control signals of the OPR, see figure (2.1), are the two feed flow of
reactant B, This feed flows are represented using the relationship with respect
to total feed flow (uB1,uB2), The feed temperature of reactant A (TfeedA), and
the inlet temperature of the cooling water Tcool. All other input variables are to
be constant. The inlet port for A and the first inlet port for B are both located
at the main inlet to the reactor. The second inlet port of reactant B is at the
middle part of the reactor. In some cases the total feed flow rate of reactant
B is fixed to guarantee stoichiometric relations with reactant A. There are ten
temperature sensors and they are distributed uniformly over the reactor. The
reactor has a operation point that is stable, the main objective is to bring the
reactor from a starting point to the stable operation point. To maximize the
productivity of the reactor, the local temperature maxima should be controlled
to be roughly equal height and they should be below a pre-defined temperature
safety limit. In [7] a fast and exothermic reaction was studied, which may need
some pre-heating of the feed to start. They propose a set of rule to have a safe
start-up. Becoming the start-up in an hybrid process. In this paper is used this
approach to controlling the reactor.

3 Approximation of PDEs by a finite dimen-
sional of ODEs

The PDEs can be approximated by a usually large set of ODEs using the finite
differences method (FDM) or finite element method (FEM). In this paper was
used FDM to find an approximation of the reactor model. To find a good ap-
proximation of the model with the process has made a very small discretization,
generating a large quantity of ODEs. But integration time of this model does
not reasonable to use NMPC online, which is why w must try to reduce the
order of the model and maintain a fidelity with respect to the process.

Due to this disadvantage, a method based on spectral decomposition tech-
niques has been used. This approach takes advantage of the spatial differential
operator structure and used the Garlekin method to approximate the system
by a low-dimensional set ODEs. In [3][10] employed this approach to derive
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stabilizing controllers based on feed-back linearization and applied it to chem-
ical systems such as tubular reactors or particulate processes, among others.
This methodology has been widely employed by many authors in the context of
control of chemical reactor[2][8].

This methods is based on represent any field x(t, ~ξ) as a complete serie of
orthonormal globally defined functions {φx

i (~ξ)}∞i=1 and time dependent functions
{cx

i (t)}∞i=1 from now reagarded as modes.

x(t, ~ξ) =
∞∑

i=1

cx
i (t)φx

i (~ξ) (2)

Where each φx
i is computed by solving the following eigenvalue problem:

∫

Ω

R(~ξ, ~ξ′)φx
i (~ξ′)d~ξ′ = λx

i φx
i (~ξ) (3)

with λx
i being the eigenvalue associated to each eigenfunction φx

i of the field x.
The ordered structure of the eigenvalues {λx

i }∞i=1 define a set of low dimensional
subspace {φx

i (~ξ)}mx
i=1 which approximate the original field, thus guiding the se-

lection of the subspace which capture most of the relevant dynamic features of
the solution, the field is approximated by a truncated series expansion of the
form:

x(t, ~ξ) ∼= x̃(t, ~ξ) =
mx∑

i=1

cx
i (t)φx

i (~ξ) (4)

Depending on the nature of the Kernel R different set of basis function
emerge. In this paper the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) Method is
used.

3.1 POD method

In the POD Method R is the two point correlation matrix constructed from
empirical data (snapshots) and represented by:

R(~ξ, ~ξ′) = lim
T→∞

1
T

∫ T

0

x(t, ~ξ)x(t, ~ξ′)dt (5)

Since usually only a finite number of snapshots of the field is available over
the interval [0,T], the Kernel in 5 is approximated as:

R(~ξ, ~ξ′) =
1
`

∑̀

j=1

x(tj , ~ξ)x(tj , ~ξ′) (6)

where x(tj , ~ξ) corresponds with the value of the field at each instant tj and the
summation extends over a sufficiently rich collection of uncorrelated snapshots
at j = 1, ..., ` [11], which can be obtained either from experiments or by direct
numerical simulation of original PDE. Combining 3 with 6 and rearranging
terms, the following eigenvalue problema is obtained:

1
`

∑̀

j=1

x(tj , ~ξ)
∫

Ω

x(tj , ~ξ′)φx
i (~ξ′)d~ξ′ = λx

i φx
i (~ξ) (7)
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The PODs can be obtain by the so-called indirect method[11], the original eigen-
value problem 7 is transformed, by suitable algebraic manipulations, into the
following equivalent but lower dimensional form: MΘi = λx

i Θi, ∀i = 1, ..., mx

with

M =
1
`

∫

Ω




X(t1)T

...
X(t`)T




[
X(t1) . . . X(t`)

]
d~ξ Θi =




ϑi
1
...

ϑi
`




the PODs are then reconstructed in terms of {Θm
i=1} eigenvectors and the orig-

inal snapshots as: φx
i =

∑`
j=1 ϑi

jX(tj) ∀i = 1, ..., mx.
The criterion chose to truncate the expansion is closely related with the asso-

ciated eigenspectrum {λi}`
i=1, because it is connected with the average distance

of the data set to the subspace spanned by the PODs through the formula

D2
av = (

∑̀

i=m+1

λi) (8)

which is aslo expressed as the percentage of the energy captured by the system

E(%) = 100×
∑m

i=1 λi∑`
i=1 λi

(9)

4 Control

nonlinear model predictive controller is designed to maximize the conversion
under hard input and temperature constrains. The goal is to ensure the start-
up of the reactor in the shortest time, guarantying the product temperature
inside a desired range. After steady-state and dynamic analysis of the OPR,
suitable control variables are chosen to allow flexible and accurate control of the
reactor temperature and concentration.

The main objective is start-up the reactor in the shortest time. It is to take
the process from initial cold state to an optimal operating point, where heat is
being released from the chemical reaction. Due to the fast exothermic reactions
the main priority is safety, the control of reactor temperature below some give
temperature constraints. in this case, the temperature throughout the reactor
is limited to

Ti ≤ 155C (10)

where i ≤ i ≤ 10 corresponding to the ten temperature measurements. The
operating point is where most of reactants are being converted to products,
corresponding to a high conversion. The conversion is defined as the number of
moles of A that have reacted per mole of A fed to the process. Without side
reactions it can be expressed as

γ =
2cC

2cC + cA
(11)

where c are the concentrations at the reactor outlet and the factor 2 is the
stoichiometric coefficient of reactor A, This parameter must be greater that
0.96 in the optimal operation point. Also in this point the sum of the feed flow
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Figure 2: Sequential approach to dynamic optimization.

rates uB1 and uB2 must be equal a 1. The objectives to reach this operation
point are represented in the following cost function:

min
U

J =
∫ Np

0

(γ − 0.96)2dt (12)

s.t. Ti < 150◦C (13)
uB1(tNc) + uB2(tNc) = 1 (14)

where U = [uB11 , .., uB1Nc
, uB21 , .., uB2Nc

, TfeedA1 , .., TfeedANc
, Tcool1 , .., TcoolNc

],
Np is the prediction horizon, Nc is the control horizon. A MPC offers a frame-
work for dealing with optimal decisions under a set of constraints using model-
based predictions which corresponds to the kind of problem we were dealing
with [9]. So, an NMPC approach was chosen for developing the controller, tak-
ing advantage of the model available. The control structure is shown in figure
(2), notice that the model is formulated and implemented in continuous time in
the EcosimPro environment [4], and the computation of the cost function (14)
is done by integration of the model along a prediction horizon. The internal
model with the operation rules, indicated in the section 2.1, was used to com-
pute predictions of the process outputs and the associated cost function. The
method used in the optimization was the of sequential quadratic programming
from the NAG library.

5 Computational experiment

The OPR was modeled in two different ways. The first was used FDM with a
discretization of 62 elements for each state variable. This model is used as the
process. The second is the Reduced order model ROM found with the POD
method. The model was found from a set data (snapshots), such snapshots was
obtained from the first model trough a pattern of variations in the inputs, so
we can ensure a good representation of the dynamic of the system. the main
uncertainties are associated with the reaction kinetics. It can be represented
by parametric uncertainty in k0, Ea and ∆H. within the snapshots was also
included these uncertainties. After finding the orthonormal functions φi and
truncate the number from the energy of eigenvalues λi, the total number of
EDOs is only 43, in other words, a reduction of 86%.The integration time is
reduced in a 75%, and for a computer Pentium M, 1.7Ghz, an integration of
200 seconds was done in about 1 second.
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Figure 3: a)reactant injection reactant B, b) Inlet temperature of reactant A and
cooling temperature, c)conversion and d)Temperature profile inside of reactor.

The close-loop control was implemented using the ROM, with a sample time
Ts of 5 second, a prediction horizon Np and control horizon Nc equal to 5 Ts.
The references to concentration conversion γref and the values in the inputs
Uref was calculated through NMPC approach off-line, this references are passed
to NMPC, so the optimizer is able to find a solution with few iterations. the
figure(3a) are represented the control signals to the injections of reactant B. In
the figure(3b) the control signal to inlet temperatures. In the figure (3c) the
conversion of final product. The simulation show a good behavior of the control,
which reaches a maximun conversion in a time of 68 seconds. In this Approach,
All internal temperatures of reactor are considered measured, which reduces the
need for a state estimator, but if the controller is apply to the real process, it
should design a state estimator to get the missing states.

6 Conclusion

A briefly description and process operation of the Open Plate Reactor has been
presented. A reduced Order Model has been found, which takes advantage of
the use of global spatial basis functions and uses the proper orthogonal de-
composition to approximate the system by a low-dimensional set of ODE’s.
This method has been emerged as a popular alternative for reduction of very
large dynamical systems. A NMPC controller has been designed, which uses
the injection flow distribution and the inlet temperature to maximize the re-
action yield while considering temperature constraints. Previous works have
approached the problem combining off-line optimization and standard feedback
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control with rules oriented to make less sensitive the optimal nominal reference
trajectories to uncertainties. Other approaches have taken a discretized model
with a small number of sections, but this has lead to unreliable solutions when
applied to the full model. The NMPC using the reduced order model is a sure
way to apply the controller online, rejecting disturbances due to parameters
uncertainties. The references used on the NMPC were found from a off-line
NMPC approach, with the finality of ensure a reach region to the online opti-
mizer.The simulations show that very good reaction yield can be achieved, while
the reactor temperature does not violate the safety limit .In future work should
implement a state estimator with the aim of adjusting the control over the real
process. In this case a Receding Horizon Estimator [1] is the most appropriated.
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